
DECEMBER 18, 2018 

TO: 

City of Edina Council Members  
James Hovland, Mayor 
Mary Brindle 
Mike Fischer 
Kevin Staunton 
Bob Stewart 

Members of the City of Edina Planning Commission  
James Bennett 
Sheila Berube 
John Hamilton* 
Susan Lee 
Louis Miranda 
Ian Nemerov* 
Joann Olsen 
Gerard Olsen 
Todd Thorsen 

City of Edina Staff  
Cary Teague, Planning Commission, Staff Liaison 
Mark Nolan, Transportation Commission, Staff Liaison* 
Kris Aaker, Assistant City Planner* 

FROM: 

Homeowners of the 4900 Block of Maple Road 

SUBJECT: 

50th & France Small Area Plan 

* Chairing the 50th & France Small Area Plan Work Group 
** Serving on the 50th & France Small Area Plan Work Group 



December 18, 2018 

City Council & Planning Commissioners 
The City of Edina 
4801 W 50th Street 
Edina, Minnesota 55424 

Re: 50th & France Small Area Plan Work Group 

Dear Honorable Mayor Hovland, Honorable Council Members, and Planning Commissioners: 

On behalf of our neighbors and ourselves this is an appeal to you to thoroughly consider the 
presumptions originating from planning concepts of the 50th & France Small Area Plan Work Group; in 
particular, development ideas for the U.S. Bank, Lunds & Byerlys Corporate, and United States Post 
Office site. 

To note, the build of a new road is proposed for this site, running North-South along the West line of 
these lots and possibly connecting to 49th Street and Townes Road to the North, and 50th Street to the 
South. 

We hope it is well known by all involved that the Buffer Strip abutting the backyard lots of private 
properties on the East 4900 block of Maple Road is a protected Perpetual Easement. Created by Court 
Order in 1971, this Perpetual Easement was again preserved by subsequent Purchase Agreements in 
1972 between (then) First Edina National Bank and the Village of Edina. These agreements established 
the 50 foot green Buffer Strip for "open space, scenic and landscaping purposes" designated to remain 
R-1, all for the benefit and protection of the R-1 zoned lots to the West. 

Further, the Perpetual Easement inures to the benefit of twenty homeowners (called Benefited Lots) on 
the East and West side of Maple's 4900 block and runs with the title of the Benefited Lots. To release the 
Perpetual Easement, a joint action of three-fourths of the Benefited Lot homeowners would have to 
agree. 

We polled all twenty homes asking about their interest in this specific item in the 50th & France Small 
Area development plan. Without exception, all twenty property owners are unanimous and united in their 
concern for keeping the Buffer Strip for the same reasons as when originally enacted. And further, that 
the protected area remain zoned R-1 subject to applicable setback rules; and that any buildings 
constructed and subject to such setback rules be limited to current height limitations. 

This specific issue is only one of many concerns being raised by adjoining blocks throughout White 
Oaks. We are coordinated and determined in our efforts to ensure that city leadership is listening to all 
diverse voices of area residents. 

We also respectfully request a response to our concerns and, in the interest of transparency, direct 
communication to affected homeowners regarding how the city plans to address these concerns. Thank 
you for your attention and consideration. 

Respectfully submitted on behalf of the 4900 Block Owners of Maple Road: 

Dayna Deutsch 	 Mike Martin 
4921 Maple Road 	 4905 Maple Road 
952-920-9045 	 952-926-8172 

Enclosures: Poll Results 



4900 MAPLE ROAD OWNERS 

Sexton, Judy 	4900 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

Sexton, Mike 	14900 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

1Aris, Dominique 	i4901  Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

iAris, Sandra 	14901 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

Slade, Jane 	4904 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

Slade, Len 	 !4904 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

Martin, Mike 	14905 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

1Martin, Geri 	4905 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

Wirth, David 	14908 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 
- 	- 	- - 	- - 	-  

Alison 	14908 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

Engstrom, Alta 

Webert, Mark 	14912 Male Road, Edina, MN 55424 

Utoft, Dan 	_ 	I4915 Maple Road, _Edina, MN 55424 

Utoft, Mary 	14915 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

14909 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

Engstrom, Scott_ 	14909 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424-  

Webert, Beth 	14912 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

Albright, Robert 

Carolyn 

Torn Rickman 

Mary Kay Rickman 

Wyffels, Mary Ellen 

Dayna Deutsch 

Don Deutsch 

Carlson, Andy 

Carlson, Mary  

IMcShane, Elizabeth 

;ikkurphy, Francis 

;Swatfager, Angie 

Swatfager, Brad 

;Moffett, George 

Moffett, Martha 

Kragness, Annie 

Kragness,  Geof 

Hahn
' 

Mimi  

Noack, Joe  

1Noack, Ruth 

!Warner, Linda 

!Warner, Mark  

14916 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 TT  
4916 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

14917Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

14917 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

14920 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 I 

4921 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424  

14921 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

14924 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

14924 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

14925 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 -1  

14925 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424  

14928 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

i4928 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

4929 Maple Road, Edina, MN55424 

14929 Maple  Road, Edina ,_,M14 55424___.___1  

14932 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

14932 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

14933 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

14936 Maple Road, Edina, MN-55424 

4936 Maple Road, Edina, MN 55424 

14200 50th Street W, Edina, MN 55424 

4200 50th Street W, Edina, MN 55424 



Signature(s) 

TO: 	ALL PROPERTY OWNERS OF THE 4900 BLOCK OF MAPLE ROAD 

RE: 	PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

Dear Neighbors, 

This is an important neighborhood poll asking for your opinion of the existing easement 
running north and south behind the properties on the east side of Maple Road. 

Commonly called the buffer zone, berm or strip, this easement separates residential 
property on Maple's east side from the parking lot beyond. It was created as a Perpetual 
Easement in 1971 when a court order cleared Edina's sale of a property that once stood 
between today's US Bank and Maple Road (and for 14 years served as a park and 
library). Specifically, this easement "provided for the benefit and protection of adjoining 
residents." It is zoned residential R-1. 

The court order also identified east and west residential lots of the 4900 block of Maple 
Road as Benefitted Lots. The Perpetual Easement stays with the property title to these 
Benefitted Lots and inures to the benefit of all future owners, with a provision that it may 
be released only by joint action of three-fourths (3/4) of these lots. As yours is a 
Benefitted Lot, you should find the complete court order in your Abstract of Title (for your 
convenience a copy of the relevant documents are also enclosed). 

We are taking this poll to determine your interest in keeping this easement as originally 
enacted and, subsequently, make our position known to the City of Edina in the context 
of current and future 50th & France Small Area Planning. 

PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

	 I am interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement for the same reasons as 
when originally enacted, that the protected area remain zoned R-1 subject to applicable 
setback rules, and that any buildings constructed and subject to such setback rules be 
limited to current height limitations. 

I am not interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement. 

1111ciLkikist ,zivoirik 4:(-NPON\  
Property Owner Name(s) 	(please print) 

Address: 	41 CO  Maple Road, Edina MN, 55424 
	

Date:  1D-2e.A--94--1 l .1(6 

Enclosed: Addendum to Property Abstract that (1) identifies the lots of "South White Oaks Addition" (2) 
1953 Warranty Deed that created easement for library and park, and (3)1971 Court Order approving sale 
of described property, thereby creating the 25 foot Perpetual Easement. 



5/iND )2/4- 	A-214  
Property Owner Name(s) 	(please print) 

Signature(s) 

TO: ALL PROPERTY OWNERS OF THE 4900 BLOCK OF MAPLE ROAD 

	

RE: 	PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

Dear Neighbors, 

This is an important neighborhood poll asking for your opinion of the existing easement 
running north and south behind the properties on the east side of Maple Road. 

Commonly called the buffer zone, berm or strip, this easement separates residential 
property on Maple's east side from the parking lot beyond. It was created as a Perpetual 
Easement in 1971 when a court order cleared Edina's sale of a property that once stood 
between today's US Bank and Maple Road (and for 14 years served as a park and 
library). Specifically, this easement "provided for the benefit and protection of adjoining 
residents." It is zoned residential R-1. 

The court order also identified east and west residential lots of the 4900 block of Maple 
Road as Benefitted Lots. The Perpetual Easement stays with the property title to these 
Benefitted Lots and inures to the benefit of all future owners, with a provision that it may 
be released only by joint action of three-fourths (3/4) of these lots. As yours is a 
Benefitted Lot, you should find the complete court order in your Abstract of Title (for your 
convenience a copy of the relevant documents are also enclosed). 

We are taking this poll to determine your interest in keeping this easement as originally 
enacted and, subsequently, make our position known to the City of Edina in the context 
of current and future 50th & France Small Area Planning. 

PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

	

`) 	I am interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement for the same reasons as 
when originally enacted, that the protected area remain zoned R-1 subject to applicable 
setback rules, and that any buildings constructed and subject to such setback rules be 
limited to current height limitations. 

I am not interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement. 

Address: 4 '•)(7 I 	Maple Road, Edina MN, 55424 	 Date: 
	24 l 1 I el,  

Enclosed: Addendum to Property Abstract that (1) identifies the lots of "South White Oaks Addition" (2) 
1953 Warranty Deed that created easement for library and park, and (3)1971 Court Order approving sale 
of described property, thereby creating the 25 foot Perpetual Easement. 



Date:  /4/A  /6 Maple Road, Edina MN, 55424 

ti-avyikel.St  
Prope 	 mels) 	(please print) 

474,r1roge___  
Sig ture s 

Addre 

TO: 	ALL PROPERTY OWNERS OF THE 4900 BLOCK OF MAPLE ROAD 

RE: 	PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

Dear Neighbors, 

This is an important neighborhood poll asking for your opinion of the existing easement 
running north and south behind the properties on the east side of Maple Road. 

Commonly called the buffer zone, berm or strip, this easement separates residential 
property on Maple's east side from the parking lot beyond. It was created as a Perpetual 
Easement in 1971 when a court order cleared Edina's sale of a property that once stood 
between today's US Bank and Maple Road (and for 14 years served as a park and 
library). Specifically, this easement "provided for the benefit and protection of adjoining 
residents." It is zoned residential R-1. 

The court order also identified east and west residential lots of the 4900 block of Maple 
Road as Benefitted Lots. The Perpetual Easement stays with the property title to these 
Benefitted Lots and inures to the benefit of all future owners, with a provision that it may 
be released only by joint action of three-fourths (3/4) of these lots. As yours is a 
Benefitted Lot, you should find the complete court order in your Abstract of Title (for your 
convenience a copy of the relevant documents are also enclosed). 

We are taking this poll to determine your interest in keeping this easement as originally 
enacted and, subsequently, make our position known to the City of Edina in the context 
of current and future 50th & France Small Area Planning. 

PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

I am interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement for the same reasons as 
when originally enacted, that the protected area remain zoned R-1 subject to applicable 
setback rules, and that any buildings constructed and subject to such setback rules be 
limited to current height limitations. 

I am not interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement. 

Enclosed: Addendum to Property Abstract that (1) identifies the lots of "South White Oaks Addition" (2) 
1953 Warranty Deed that created easement for library and park, and (3)1971 Court Order approving sale 
of described property, thereby creating the 25 foot Perpetual Easement. 



TO: 	ALL PROPERTY OWNERS OF THE 4900 BLOCK OF MAPLE ROAD 

RE: 	PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

Dear Neighbors, 

This is an important neighborhood poll asking for your opinion of the existing easement 
running north and south behind the properties on the east side of Maple Road. 

Commonly called the buffer zone, berm or strip, this easement separates residential 
property on Maple's east side from the parking lot beyond. It was created as a Perpetual 
Easement in 1971 when a court order cleared Edina's sale of a property that once stood 
between today's US Bank and Maple Road (and for 14 years served as a park and 
library). Specifically, this easement "provided for the benefit and protection of adjoining 
residents." It is zoned residential R-1. 

The court order also identified east and west residential lots of the 4900 block of Maple 
Road as Benefitted Lots. The Perpetual Easement stays with the property title to these 
Benefitted Lots and inures to the benefit of all future owners, with a provision that it may 
be released only by joint action of three-fourths (3/4) of these lots. As yours is a 
Benefitted Lot, you should find the complete court order in your Abstract of Title (for your 
convenience a copy of the relevant documents are also enclosed). 

We are taking this poll to determine your interest in keeping this easement as originally 
enacted and, subsequently, make our position known to the City of Edina in the context 
of current and future 50th & France Small Area Planning. 

PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

X I  am interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement for the same reasons as 
when originally enacted, that the protected area remain zoned R-1 subject to applicable 
setback rules, and that any buildings constructed and subject to such setback rules be 
limited to current height limitations. 

I am not interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement. 

S.i44-1/ 

Address: q 9 0 5 -  Maple Road, Edina MN, 55424 	 Date: 

Enclosed: Addendum to Property Abstract that (1) identifies the lots of "South White Oaks Addition" (2) 
1953 Warranty Deed that created easement for library and park, and (3)1971 Court Order approving sale 
of described property, thereby creating the 25 foot Perpetual Easement. 

rn 1CIaeL Lo N\ ops  
Property Owner Name(s) 	(please print) 

/1/LULAd  
Signature(s) 



TO: 	ALL PROPERTY OWNERS OF THE 4900 BLOCK OF MAPLE ROAD 

RE: 	PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

Dear Neighbors, 

This is an important neighborhood poll asking for your opinion of the existing easement 
running north and south behind the properties on the east side of Maple Road. 

Commonly called the buffer zone, berm or strip, this easement separates residential 
property on Maple's east side from the parking lot beyond. It was created as a Perpetual 
Easement in 1971 when a court order cleared Edina's sale of a property that once stood 
between today's US Bank and Maple Road (and for 14 years served as a park and 
library). Specifically, this easement "provided for the benefit and protection of adjoining 
residents." It is zoned residential R-1. 

The court order also identified east and west residential lots of the 4900 block of Maple 
Road as Benefitted Lots. The Perpetual Easement stays with the property title to these 
Benefitted Lots and inures to the benefit of all future owners, with a provision that it may 
be released only by joint action of three-fourths (3/4) of these lots. As yours is a 
Benefitted Lot, you should find the complete court order in your Abstract of Title (for your 
convenience a copy of the relevant documents are also enclosed). 

We are taking this poll to determine your interest in keeping this easement as originally 
enacted and, subsequently, make our position known to the City of Edina in the context 
of current and future 50th & France Small Area Planning. 

PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

	 I am interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement for the same reasons as 
when originally enacted, that the protected area remain zoned R-1 subject to applicable 
setback rules, and that any buildings constructed and subject to such setback rules be 
limited to current height limitations. 

	 I am not interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement. ,1  

	

DOcti A WL 	h-pyi  
Property Owner 	e(s) 	(please print) 

Signa ure(s) 

Address: 1410S  Maple Road, Edina MN, 55424 Date: 

   

Enclosed: Addendum to Property Abstract that (1) identifies the lots of "South White Oaks Addition" (2) 
1953 Warranty Deed that created easement for library and park, and (3)1971 Court Order approving sale 
of described property, thereby creating the 25 foot Perpetual Easement. 



TO: 	ALL PROPERTY OWNERS OF THE 4900 BLOCK OF MAPLE ROAD 

RE: 	PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

Dear Neighbors, 

This is an important neighborhood poll asking for your opinion of the existing easement 
running north and south behind the properties on the east side of Maple Road. 

Commonly called the buffer zone, berm or strip, this easement separates residential 
property on Maple's east side from the parking lot beyond. It was created as a Perpetual 
Easement in 1971 when a court order cleared Edina's sale of a property that once stood 
between today's US Bank and Maple Road (and for 14 years served as a park and 
library). Specifically, this easement "provided for the benefit and protection of adjoining 
residents." It is zoned residential R-1. 

The court order also identified east and west residential lots of the 4900 block of Maple 
Road as Benefitted Lots. The Perpetual Easement stays with the property title to these 
Benefitted Lots and inures to the benefit of all future owners, with a provision that it may 
be released only by joint action of three-fourths (3/4) of these lots. As yours is a 
Benefitted Lot, you should find the complete court order in your Abstract of Title (for your 
convenience a copy of the relevant documents are also enclosed). 

We are taking this poll to determine your interest in keeping this easement as originally 
enacted and, subsequently, make our position known to the City of Edina in the context 
of current and future 50th & France Small Area Planning. 

PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

I am interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement for the same reasons as 
when originally enacted, that the protected area remain zoned R-1 subject to applicable 
setback rules, and that any buildings constructed and subject to such setback rules be 
limited to current height limitations. 

I am not interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement. 

2Cr() 	t EA/  STEC)9/  
Property Oxic r-N-a e( ) 	(please print) 

Signature(s) 

Address: -4 o 9 

AL7A LA) s 	)22  

dZ4  

Date:  / 2.7W  Maple Road, Edina MN, 55424 

Enclosed: Addendum to Property Abstract that (1) identifies the lots of "South White Oaks Addition" (2) 
1953 Warranty Deed that created easement for library and park, and (3)1971 Court Order approving sale 
of described property, thereby creating the 25 foot Perpetual Easement. 



Date  /q9/(F Address: Maple Road, Edina MN, 55424 

1-?6th4 	\ A 
(please print)print) 

TO: 	ALL PROPERTY OWNERS OF THE 4900 BLOCK OF MAPLE ROAD 

RE: 	PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

Dear Neighbors, 

This is an important neighborhood poll asking for your opinion of the existing easement 
running north and south behind the properties on the east side of Maple Road. 

Commonly called the buffer zone, berm or strip, this easement separates residential 
property on Maple's east side from the parking lot beyond. It was created as a Perpetual 
Easement in 1971 when a court order cleared Edina's sale of a property that once stood 
between today's US Bank and Maple Road (and for 14 years served as a park and 
library). Specifically, this easement "provided for the benefit and protection of adjoining 
residents." It is zoned residential R-1. 

The court order also identified east and west residential lots of the 4900 block of Maple 
Road as Benefitted Lots. The Perpetual Easement stays with the property title to these 
Benefitted Lots and inures to the benefit of all future owners, with a provision that it may 
be released only by joint action of three-fourths (3/4) of these lots. As yours is a 
Benefitted Lot, you should find the complete court order in your Abstract of Title (for your 
convenience a copy of the relevant documents are also enclosed). 

We are taking this poll to determine your interest in keeping this easement as originally 
enacted and, subsequently, make our position known to the City of Edina in the context 
of current and future 50th & France Small Area Planning. 

PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

	 I am interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement for the same reasons as 
when originally enacted, that the protected area remain zoned R-1 subject to applicable 
setback rules, and that any buildings constructed and subject to such setback rules be 
limited to current height limitations. 

I am not interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement. 

Enclosed: Addendum to Property Abstract that (1) identifies the lots of "South White Oaks Addition" (2) 
1953 Warranty Deed that created easement for library and park, and (3)1971 Court Order approving sale 
of described property, thereby creating the 25 foot Perpetual Easement. 



Prop rty Owner Na 	(please print) 

Signature(s) 

TO: 	ALL PROPERTY OWNERS OF THE 4900 BLOCK OF MAPLE ROAD 

RE: 	PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

Dear Neighbors, 

This is an important neighborhood poll asking for your opinion of the existing easement 
running north and south behind the properties on the east side of Maple Road. 

Commonly called the buffer zone, berm or strip, this easement separates residential 
property on Maple's east side from the parking lot beyond. It was created as a Perpetual 
Easement in 1971 when a court order cleared Edina's sale of a property that once stood 
between today's US Bank and Maple Road (and for 14 years served as a park and 
library). Specifically, this easement "provided for the benefit and protection of adjoining 
residents." It is zoned residential R-1. 

The court order also identified east and west residential lots of the 4900 block of Maple 
Road as Benefitted Lots. The Perpetual Easement stays with the property title to these 
Benefitted Lots and inures to the benefit of all future owners, with a provision that it may 
be released only by joint action of three-fourths (3/4) of these lots. As yours is a 
Benefitted Lot, you should find the complete court order in your Abstract of Title (for your 
convenience a copy of the relevant documents are also enclosed). 

We are taking this poll to determine your interest in keeping this easement as originally 
enacted and, subsequently, make our position known to the City of Edina in the context 
of current and future 50th & France Small Area Planning. 

PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

I am interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement for the same reasons as 
hen originally enacted, that the protected area remain zoned R-1 subject to applicable 

setback rules, and that any buildings constructed and subject to such setback rules be 
limited to current height limitations. 

I am not interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement. 

Address: LO 1 	Maple Road, Edina MN, 55424 

dite 	 

11411 
Date:  '2—J OC3t G  i IR 

Enclosed: Addendum to Property Abstract that (1) identifies the lots of "South White Oaks Addition" (2) 
1953 Warranty Deed that created easement for library and park, and (3)1971 Court Order approving sale 
of described property, thereby creating the 25 foot Perpetual Easement. 



TO: 	ALL PROPERTY OWNERS OF THE 4900 BLOCK OF MAPLE ROAD 

RE: 	PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

Dear Neighbors, 

This is an important neighborhood poll asking for your opinion of the existing easement 
running north and south behind the properties on the east side of Maple Road. 

Commonly called the buffer zone, berm or strip, this easement separates residential 
property on Maple's east side from the parking lot beyond. It was created as a Perpetual 
Easement in 1971 when a court order cleared Edina's sale of a property that once stood 
between today's US Bank and Maple Road (and for 14 years served as a park and 
library). Specifically, this easement "provided for the benefit and protection of adjoining 
residents." It is zoned residential R-1. 

The court order also identified east and west residential lots of the 4900 block of Maple 
Road as Benefitted Lots. The Perpetual Easement stays with the property title to these 
Benefitted Lots and inures to the benefit of all future owners, with a provision that it may 
be released only by joint action of three-fourths (3/4) of these lots. As yours is a 
Benefitted Lot, you should find the complete court order in your Abstract of Title (for your 
convenience a copy of the relevant documents are also enclosed). 

We are taking this poll to determine your interest in keeping this easement as originally 
enacted and, subsequently, make our position known to the City of Edina in the context 
of current and future 50th & France Small Area Planning. 

PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

 	am interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement for the same reasons as 
when originally enacted, that the protected area remain zoned R-1 subject to applicable 
setback rules, and that any buildings constructed and subject to such setback rules be 
limited to current height limitations. 

	 I am not interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement. 

gu-D, 44143-.7\R, . POT-Lta  10120(2_ Lam._ 4 9 etT-kri  
Property Owner Nam (s) 	(please print) 

Address: 	  Maple Road, Edina MN, 55424 
	

Date:  417/  

Enclosed: Addendum to Property Abstract that (1) identifies the lots of "South White Oaks Addition" (2) 
1953 Warranty Deed that created easement for library and park, and (3)1971 Court Order approving sale 
of described property, thereby creating the 25 foot Perpetual Easement. 



gnature(s 

Date: 

TO: 	ALL PROPERTY OWNERS OF THE 4900 BLOCK OF MAPLE ROAD 

RE: 	PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

Dear Neighbors, 

This is an important neighborhood poll asking for your opinion of the existing easement 
running north and south behind the properties on the east side of Maple Road. 

Commonly called the buffer zone, berm or strip, this easement separates residential 
property on Maple's east side from the parking lot beyond. It was created as a Perpetual 
Easement in 1971 when a court order cleared Edina's sale of a property that once stood 
between today's US Bank and Maple Road (and for 14 years served as a park and 
library). Specifically, this easement "provided for the benefit and protection of adjoining 
residents." It is zoned residential R-1. 

The court order also identified east and west residential lots of the 4900 block of Maple 
Road as Benefitted Lots. The Perpetual Easement stays with the property title to these 
Benefitted Lots and inures to the benefit of all future owners, with a provision that it may 
be released only by joint action of three-fourths (3/4) of these lots. As yours is a 
Benefitted Lot, you should find the complete court order in your Abstract of Title (for your 
convenience a copy of the relevant documents are also enclosed). 

We are taking this poll to determine your interest in keeping this easement as originally 
enacted and, subsequently, make our position known to the City of Edina in the context 
of current and future 50th & France Small Area Planning. 

PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

	 I am interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement for the same reasons as 
when originally enacted, that the protected area remain zoned R-1 subject to applicable 
setback rules, and that any buildings constructed and subject to such setback rules be 
limited to current height limitations. 

I am not interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement. 

	

rm. 	(k-y1A.N\r‘ 

	

Property 	me(s) 	(please print) 
ktar Vcuj Vit-k-troctil 

Address:  LH l7 	Maple Road, Edina MN, 55424 

Enclosed: Addendum to Property Abstract that (1) identifies the lots of "South White Oaks Addition" (2) 
1953 Warranty Deed that created easement for library and park, and (3)1971 Court Order approving sale 
of described property, thereby creating the 25 foot Perpetual Easement. 



TO: 	ALL PROPERTY OWNERS OF THE 4900 BLOCK OF MAPLE ROAD 

RE: 	PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

Dear Neighbors, 

This is an important neighborhood poll asking for your opinion of the existing easement 
running north and south behind the properties on the east side of Maple Road. 

Commonly called the buffer zone, berm or strip, this easement separates residential 
property on Maple's east side from the parking lot beyond. It was created as a Perpetual 
Easement in 1971 when a court order cleared Edina's sale of a property that once stood 
between today's US Bank and Maple Road (and for 14 years served as a park and 
library). Specifically, this easement "provided for the benefit and protection of adjoining 
residents." It is zoned residential R-1. 

The court order also identified east and west residential lots of the 4900 block of Maple 
Road as Benefitted Lots. The Perpetual Easement stays with the property title to these 
Benefitted Lots and inures to the benefit of all future owners, with a provision that it may 
be released only by joint action of three-fourths (3/4) of these lots. As yours is a 
Benefitted Lot, you should find the complete court order in your Abstract of Title (for your 
convenience a copy of the relevant documents are also enclosed). 

We are taking this poll to determine your interest in keeping this easement as originally 
enacted and, subsequently, make our position known to the City of Edina in the context 
of current and future 50th & France Small Area Planning. 

PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

	 I am interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement for the same reasons as 
when originally enacted, that the protected area remain zoned R-1 subject to applicable 
setback rules, and that any buildings constructed and subject to such setback rules be 
limited to current height limitations. 

I am not interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement. 

11\00N Cdt-e,n  
Property OWner Name(s) 

aA,t) 	-111  
Signature(s) 

Address: 	(7cQ  

lease print) 

	

/40JC- 	

Maple Road, Edina MN, 55424 
	

Date:  la113//K  

Enclosed: Addendum to Property Abstract that (1) identifies the lots of "South White Oaks Addition" (2) 
1953 Warranty Deed that created easement for library and park, and (3)1971 Court Order approving sale 
of described property, thereby creating the 25 foot Perpetual Easement. 



TO: 	ALL PROPERTY OWNERS OF THE 4900 BLOCK OF MAPLE ROAD 

RE: 	PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

Dear Neighbors, 

This is an important neighborhood poll asking for your opinion of the existing easement 
running north and south behind the properties on the east side of Maple Road. 

Commonly called the buffer zone, berm or strip, this easement separates residential 
property on Maple's east side from the parking lot beyond. It was created as a Perpetual 
Easement in 1971 when a court order cleared Edina's sale of a property that once stood 
between today's US Bank and Maple Road (and for 14 years served as a park and 
library). Specifically, this easement "provided for the benefit and protection of adjoining 
residents." It is zoned residential R-1. 

The court order also identified east and west residential lots of the 4900 block of Maple 
Road as Benefitted Lots. The Perpetual Easement stays with the property title to these 
Benefitted Lots and inures to the benefit of all future owners, with a provision that it may 
be released only by joint action of three-fourths (3/4) of these lots. As yours is a 
Benefitted Lot, you should find the complete court order in your Abstract of Title (for your 
convenience a copy of the relevant documents are also enclosed). 

We are taking this poll to determine your interest in keeping this easement as originally 
enacted and, subsequently, make our position known to the City of Edina in the context 
of current and future 50th & France Small Area Planning. 

PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

I am interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement for the same reasons as 
when originally enacted, that the protected area remain zoned R-1 subject to applicable 
setback rules, and that any buildings constructed and subject to such setback rules be 
limited to current height limitations. 

	 I am not interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement. 

06/w4Ln 4  
Property Ownej Name(s) 	(please print) 

'1-‹e 

Date:  AO  

Enclosed: Addendum to Property Abstract that (1) identifies the lots of "South White Oaks Addition" (2) 
1953 Warranty Deed that created easement for library and park, and (3)1971 Court Order approving sale 
of described property, thereby creating the 25 foot Perpetual Easement. 

Signature(s) 

Address: 	 Maple Road, Edina MN, 55424 



Address: z-tco,q- Date: Maple Road, Edina MN, 55424 

I am not interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement. 

Property owner Name(s) 	(please print) 

,/(yeti 
Signat (s) 

TO: 	ALL PROPERTY OWNERS OF THE 4900 BLOCK OF MAPLE ROAD 

RE: 	PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

Dear Neighbors, 

This is an important neighborhood poll asking for your opinion of the existing easement 
running north and south behind the properties on the east side of Maple Road. 

Commonly called the buffer zone, berm or strip, this easement separates residential 
property on Maple's east side from the parking lot beyond. It was created as a Perpetual 
Easement in 1971 when a court order cleared Edina's sale of a property that once stood 
between today's US Bank and Maple Road (and for 14 years served as a park and 
library). Specifically, this easement "provided for the benefit and protection of adjoining 
residents." It is zoned residential R-1. 

The court order also identified east and west residential lots of the 4900 block of Maple 
Road as Benefitted Lots. The Perpetual Easement stays with the property title to these 
Benefitted Lots and inures to the benefit of all future owners, with a provision that it may 
be released only by joint action of three-fourths (3/4) of these lots. As yours is a 
Benefitted Lot, you should find the complete court order in your Abstract of Title (for your 
convenience a copy of the relevant documents are also enclosed). 

We are taking this poll to determine your interest in keeping this easement as originally 
enacted and, subsequently, make our position known to the City of Edina in the context 
of current and future 50th & France Small Area Planning. 

PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

I am interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement for the same reasons as 
w—a—‘n originally enacted, that the protected area remain zoned R-1 subject to applicable 
setback rules, and that any buildings constructed and subject to such setback rules be 
limited to current height limitations. 

Enclosed: Addendum to Property Abstract that (1) identifies the lots of "South White Oaks Addition" (2) 
1953 Warranty Deed that created easement for library and park, and (3)1971 Court Order approving sale 
of described property, thereby creating the 25 foot Perpetual Easement. 



TO: 	ALL PROPERTY OWNERS OF THE 4900 BLOCK OF MAPLE ROAD 

RE: 	PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

Dear Neighbors, 

This is an important neighborhood poll asking for your opinion of the existing easement 
running north and south behind the properties on the east side of Maple Road. 

Commonly called the buffer zone, berm or strip, this easement separates residential 
property on Maple's east side from the parking lot beyond. It was created as a Perpetual 
Easement in 1971 when a court order cleared Edina's sale of a property that once stood 
between today's US Bank and Maple Road (and for 14 years served as a park and 
library). Specifically, this easement "provided for the benefit and protection of adjoining 
residents." It is zoned residential R-1. 

The court order also identified east and west residential lots of the 4900 block of Maple 
Road as Benefitted Lots. The Perpetual Easement stays with the property title to these 
Benefitted Lots and inures to the benefit of all future owners, with a provision that it may 
be released only by joint action of three-fourths (3/4) of these lots. As yours is a 
Benefitted Lot, you should find the complete court order in your Abstract of Title (for your 
convenience a copy of the relevant documents are also enclosed). 

We are taking this poll to determine your interest in keeping this easement as originally 
enacted and, subsequently, make our position known to the City of Edina in the context 
of current and future 50th & France Small Area Planning. 

PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

V. 	I am interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement for the same reasons as 
when originally enacted, that the protected area remain zoned R-1 subject to applicable 
setback rules, and that any buildings constructed and subject to such setback rules be 
limited to current height limitations. 

I am not interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement. 

?ILAN (..-t-S c.\\)iksYWI 	ELI'LANG-n4  ti\GSNJAMG 
Property Owner Name(s) 	please print) 

•	  
Signature(s) 

Address: 	1ic1,26  Maple Road, Edina MN, 55424 	 Date:  12-11 I 2—Olct  

Enclosed: Addendum to Property Abstract that (1) identifies the lots of "South White Oaks Addition" (2) 
1953 Warranty Deed that created easement for library and park, and (3)1971 Court Order approving sale 
of described property, thereby creating the 25 foot Perpetual Easement. 



Property Owner Name(s) 
Arliv. 1-e 	\IvA-1-. 	e v  

ease print) 

44(1A  
Signaturte(6) 

TO: ALL PROPERTY OWNERS OF THE 4900 BLOCK OF MAPLE ROAD 

RE: 	PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

Dear Neighbors, 

This is an important neighborhood poll asking for your opinion of the existing easement 
running north and south behind the properties on the east side of Maple Road. 

Commonly called the buffer zone, berm or strip, this easement separates residential 
property on Maple's east side from the parking lot beyond. It was created as a Perpetual 
Easement in 1971 when a court order cleared Edina's sale of a property that once stood 
between today's US Bank and Maple Road (and for 14 years served as a park and 
library). Specifically, this easement "provided for the benefit and protection of adjoining 
residents." It is zoned residential R-1. 

The court order also identified east and west residential lots of the 4900 block of Maple 
Road as Benefitted Lots. The Perpetual Easement stays with the property title to these 
Benefitted Lots and inures to the benefit of all future owners, with a provision that it may 
be released only by joint action of three-fourths (3/4) of these lots. As yours is a 
Benefitted Lot, you should find the complete court order in your Abstract of Title (for your 
convenience a copy of the relevant documents are also enclosed). 

We are taking this poll to determine your interest in keeping this easement as oriainally 
enacted and, subsequently, make our position known to the City of Edina in the context 
of current and future 50th & France Small Area Planning. 

PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

	 I am interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement for the same reasons as 
when originally enacted, that the protected area remain zoned R-1 subject to applicable 
setback rules, and that any buildings constructed and subject to such setback rules be 
limited to current height limitations. 

	 I am not interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement. 	VQ) CWAI- 

Address: 	612-8 	Maple Road, Edina MN, 55424 
	

Date:  149 6 

Enclosed: Addendum to Property Abstract that (1) identifies the lots of "South White Oaks Addition" (2) 
1953 Warranty Deed that created easement for library and park, and (3)1971 Court Order approving sale 
of described property, thereby creating the 25 foot Perpetual Easement. 



TO: 	ALL PROPERTY OWNERS OF THE 4900 BLOCK OF MAPLE ROAD 

RE: 	PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

Dear Neighbors, 

This is an important neighborhood poll asking for your opinion of the existing easement 
running north and south behind the properties on the east side of Maple Road. 

Commonly called the buffer zone, berm or strip, this easement separates residential 
property on Maple's east side from the parking lot beyond. It was created as a Perpetual 
Easement in 1971 when a court order cleared Edina's sale of a property that once stood 
between today's US Bank and Maple Road (and for 14 years served as a park and 
library). Specifically, this easement "provided for the benefit and protection of adjoining 
residents." It is zoned residential R-1. 

The court order also identified east and west residential lots of the 4900 block of Maple 
Road as Benefitted Lots. The Perpetual Easement stays with the property title to these 
Benefitted Lots and inures to the benefit of all future owners, with a provision that it may 
be released only by joint action of three-fourths (3/4) of these lots. As yours is a 
Benefitted Lot, you should find the complete court order in your Abstract of Title (for your 
convenience a copy of the relevant documents are also enclosed). 

We are taking this poll to determine your interest in keeping this easement as originally 
enacted and, subsequently, make our position known to the City of Edina in the context 
of current and future 50th & France Small Area Planning. 

PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

X I am interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement for the same reasons as 
when originally enacted, that the protected area remain zoned R-1 subject to applicable 
setback rules, and that any buildings constructed and subject to such setback rules be 
limited to current height limitations. 

	 I am not interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement. 

ARTha 	66.0i6E_  10o 	q /90/1"E ReA6 
Property Owner Name(s) 	(please print) 

et.4444- /e.  
S g at re(s) 

Address: 	  Maple Road, Edina MN, 55424 
	

Date:  id-/AO M  

Enclosed: Addendum to Property Abstract that (1) identifies the lots of "South White Oaks Addition" (2) 
1953 Warranty Deed that created easement for library and park, and (3)1971 Court Order approving sale 
of described property, thereby creating the 25 foot Perpetual Easement. 



TO: 	ALL PROPERTY OWNERS OF THE 4900 BLOCK OF MAPLE ROAD 

RE: 	PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

Dear Neighbors, 

This is an important neighborhood poll asking for your opinion of the existing easement 
running north and south behind the properties on the east side of Maple Road. 

Commonly called the buffer zone, berm or strip, this easement separates residential 
property on Maple's east side from the parking lot beyond. It was created as a Perpetual 
Easement in 1971 when a court order cleared Edina's sale of a property that once stood 
between today's US Bank and Maple Road (and for 14 years served as a park and 
library). Specifically, this easement "provided for the benefit and protection of adjoining 
residents." It is zoned residential R-1. 

The court order also identified east and west residential lots of the 4900 block of Maple 
Road as Benefitted Lots. The Perpetual Easement stays with the property title to these 
Benefitted Lots and inures to the benefit of all future owners, with a provision that it may 
be released only by joint action of three-fourths (3/4) of these lots. As yours is a 
Benefitted Lot, you should find the complete court order in your Abstract of Title (for your 
convenience a copy of the relevant documents are also enclosed). 

We are taking this poll to determine your interest in keeping this easement as originally 
enacted and, subsequently, make our position known to the City of Edina in the context 
of current and future 50th & France Small Area Planning. 

PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

ZI am interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement for the same reasons as 
when originally enacted, that the protected area remain zoned R-1 subject to applicable 
setback rules, and that any buildings constructed and subject to such setback rules be 
limited to current height limitations. 

I am not interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement. 

n't-e Kf  
Signature(s) 

Address: (Act Maple Road, Edina MN, 55424 Date:  1 2- - — 

    

Enclosed: Addendum to Property Abstract that (1) identifies the lots of "South White Oaks Addition" (2) 
1953 Warranty Deed that created easement for library and park, and (3)1971 Court Order approving sale 
of described property, thereby creating the 25 foot Perpetual Easement. 

I, c_, 0 rf- iVrci  
Property Owner N. e ) 	(please print) 



TO: 	ALL PROPERTY OWNERS OF THE 4900 BLOCK OF MAPLE ROAD 

RE: 	PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

Dear Neighbors, 

This is an important neighborhood poll asking for your opinion of the existing easement 
running north and south behind the properties on the east side of Maple Road. 

Commonly called the buffer zone, berm or strip, this easement separates residential 
property on Maple's east side from the parking lot beyond. It was created as a Perpetual 
Easement in 1971 when a court order cleared Edina's sale of a property that once stood 
between today's US Bank and Maple Road (and for 14 years served as a park and 
library). Specifically, this easement "provided for the benefit and protection of adjoining 
residents." It is zoned residential R-1. 

The court order also identified east and west residential lots of the 4900 block of Maple 
Road as Benefitted Lots. The Perpetual Easement stays with the property title to these 
Benefitted Lots and inures to the benefit of all future owners, with a provision that it may 
be released only by joint action of three-fourths (3/4) of these lots. As yours is a 
Benefitted Lot, you should find the complete court order in your Abstract of Title (for your 
convenience a copy of the relevant documents are also enclosed). 

We are taking this poll to determine your interest in keeping this easement as originally 
enacted and, subsequently, make our position known to the City of Edina in the context 
of current and future 50th & France Small Area Planning. 

PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

I am interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement for the same reasons as 
when originally enacted, that the protected area remain zoned R-1 subject to applicable 
setback rules, and that any buildings constructed and subject to such setback rules be 
limited to current height limitations. 

I am not interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement. 

r\Aivv‘:i 
Property Owner Name(s)  (please print) 

Signature(s) 

Address: q 133 Maple Road, Edina MN, 55424 Date: 
-- 12_ -17 

    

Enclosed: Addendum to Property Abstract that (1) identifies the lots of "South White Oaks Addition" (2) 
1953 Warranty Deed that created easement for library and park, and (3)1971 Court Order approving sale 
of described property, thereby creating the 25 foot Perpetual Easement. 



Property Owner Name(s) 	(please print) 

Signaturek 

Address: 1113G  Maple Road, Edina MN, 55424 Date:  PP  

TO: 	ALL PROPERTY OWNERS OF THE 4900 BLOCK OF MAPLE ROAD 

RE: 	PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

Dear Neighbors, 

This is an important neighborhood poll asking for your opinion of the existing easement 
running north and south behind the properties on the east side of Maple Road. 

Commonly called the buffer zone, berm or strip, this easement separates residential 
property on Maple's east side from the parking lot beyond. It was created as a Perpetual 
Easement in 1971 when a court order cleared Edina's sale of a property that once stood 
between today's US Bank and Maple Road (and for 14 years served as a park and 
library). Specifically, this easement "provided for the benefit and protection of adjoining 
residents." It is zoned residential R-1. 

The court order also identified east and west residential lots of the 4900 block of Maple 
Road as Benefitted Lots. The Perpetual Easement stays with the property title to these 
Benefitted Lots and inures to the benefit of all future owners, with a provision that it may 
be released only by joint action of three-fourths (3/4) of these lots. As yours is a 
Benefitted Lot, you should find the complete court order in your Abstract of Title (for your 
convenience a copy of the relevant documents are also enclosed). 

We are taking this poll to determine your interest in keeping this easement as originally 
enacted and, subsequently, make our position known to the City of Edina in the context 
of current and future 50th & France Small Area Planning. 

PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

	 I am interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement for the same reasons as 
when originally enacted, that the protected area remain zoned R-1 subject to applicable 
setback rules, and that any buildings constructed and subject to such setback rules be 
limited to current height limitations. 

I am not interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement. 

iosEr.oq 	 u -rti A N 

Enclosed: Addendum to Property Abstract that (1) identifies the lots of "South White Oaks Addition" (2) 
1953 Warranty Deed that created easement for library and park, and (3)1971 Court Order approving sale 
of described property, thereby creating the 25 foot Perpetual Easement. 



TO: 	ALL PROPERTY OWNERS OF THE 4900 BLOCK OF MAPLE ROAD 

RE: 	PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

Dear Neighbors, 

This is an important neighborhood poll asking for your opinion of the existing easement 
running north and south behind the properties on the east side of Maple Road. 

Commonly called the buffer zone, berm or strip, this easement separates residential 
property on Maple's east side from the parking lot beyond. It was created as a Perpetual 
Easement in 1971 when a court order cleared Edina's sale of a property that once stood 
between today's US Bank and Maple Road (and for 14 years served as a park and 
library). Specifically, this easement "provided for the benefit and protection of adjoining 
residents." It is zoned residential R-1. 

The court order also identified east and west residential lots of the 4900 block of Maple 
Road as Benefitted Lots. The Perpetual Easement stays with the property title to these 
Benefitted Lots and inures to the benefit of all future owners, with a provision that it may 
be released only by joint action of three-fourths (3/4) of these lots. As yours is a 
Benefitted Lot, you should find the complete court order in your Abstract of Title (for your 
convenience a copy of the relevant documents are also enclosed). 

We are taking this poll to determine your interest in keeping this easement as originally 
enacted and, subsequently, make our position known to the City of Edina in the context 
of current and future 50th & France Small Area Planning. 

PERPETUAL EASEMENT POLL 

	 I am interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement for the same reasons as 
when originally enacted, that the protected area remain zoned R-1 subject to applicable 
setback rules, and that any buildings constructed and subject to such setback rules be 
limited to current height limitations. 

I am not interested in keeping the Perpetual Easement. 

Property Owner Name(s) 	(please print) 

Signature(s) 
cv so 	t 

4 Address: 	b fillafFitoRawig, Edina MN, 55424 Date: 1 	\ 	\ 8 

  

Enclosed: Addendum to Property Abstract that (1) identifies the lots of "South White Oaks Addition" (2) 
1953 Warranty Deed that created easement for library and park, and (3)1971 Court Order approving sale 
of described property, thereby creating the 25 foot Perpetual Easement. 
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